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Abstract. A previous paper by Hoare gives axioms and proof rules for coxr municating processes 
that provide a calculus of total correctness. This paper gives explicit definite Jns of communicating 
processes as predicates. The former axioms and proof rules become theorems, proved using the 
explicit definitions. The defining predicates are more powerful than the proof rules for reasoning 
about Frocesses, but less often useful for their construction. An implementation of the processes 
using partial recursive functions is given. 
Introduction 
Axioms and proof rules for communicating processes have been given by l-Ioare 
‘11. They serve three purposes: 
(a) they implicitly define communicating processes; 
(b) they can be used to reason about commtinicating processes; 
(c) they can be used to construct communicating processes for a given purpose. 
In this paper, processes are given explicit definitions as predicates. The axioms 
and proof rules in [l] become theorems about processes, proved using the explicit 
definitions in this paper. This proves the soundness of the calculus presented in [ 11. 
The proof rules are incomplete as a means C>f reasoning about communicating 
processes; an example of an expressible but not provable truth is given in [l]. The 
‘honest toil’ of giving explicit predicate definitions has the advantage that it is 
complete, relative to data types. Its disadvantage is that the explicit definitions are 
less often useful for the construction of processes to fulfil a given purpose than the 
former proof rules (now theorems). 
An axiomatic definition requires a model to demonstrate the consistency of the 
axioms. In [2], a set-theoretic model of communicating processes is given. From 
that, we know that at least one mathematical object satisfies the axioms. We should 
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like to know that at least one computable mathematical object satisfies the axioms. 
To that end, an impler.lentation using partial recursive functions is presented ill 
this paper. 
1. Axiomatic basis 
A message is a pair (channel, value) over an alphabet of channels and values. If 
direction of communication is important, a message can be taken instead to be a 
triple (channel, direction, value}, or channels can be considered directed; however, 
we shall not need to refer to the direction of communication. (This is entirely 
realistic; if you tap a phone line, you can record ‘values’, but not direction.) To 
denote a message, we shall use infix ‘! ’ instead of angle brackets. For example c ! 1 
is a message with channel c and value 1. 
A particular process al a particular moment has a past, which is the sequence 
of messages it has communicated up to thilt moment. It also has a present, which 
is the set of messages that it can communicute at the next step. Which message in 
~he set it actually does communicate nf:xt may i-e determined in part (or completely, 
or not at all) by the environment of the process (those other processes connected 
to it by channels). If the set is empty, the ploc~ss cannot communicate further. and 
is (;aid to be deadlocked. 
Let past be a free variable !eprcsenting a tinite sequence of messages. Let preset 
htz a free i.ariable represent!ng a finite set of messages. A predicate R in past and 
prcwm is said to describe a process P if, at all times (before and after each 
communication) during any evolkon (execution) of P. R is true of P’s past and 
present. Thiq is denoted 
P sat R 
rncrtning ..P is described by R ", or **P satisfies description R l *. 
Hoare proposes four ‘hea!thiness condi:ions’ that are reasonably required of the 
sat relation. For ail processes P and S41 prthdicates R, S, R(II ), 
rHli Psac true. 
(H2r ICP sat false). 
tH3) If R 3 S is a theorem, 11~1 CP sai R) 3 CP sat Sj is a theorem. 
01-t) Mr E/V. Psat RIO =s(PsatVpl ~3’. RWH. 
On this basis, an axiom or proof rul:: 1’. ir;troduccd in [ 1 ] for each construct !:\n 
:isiorn is just a proof rule with 110 i)remisesl. 
For cmnple, the process STOP can be dctincd by the axiom 
The right side denotes the predicate obtained from R by simultaneously substituting. 
for ai! free occurrences of pat, the empt! sequence of messages. and for all free 
cjc’c’urrcnc’cs of prtwnt, rhc empty set of messages. 
2. Explicit basis 
“P sat R” means that predicate R describes process P, but the description may 
be a weak one. In the extreme, according to (Hl), true is a (weak) description of 
every process. By (H4), the conjunction of all descriptions of a process P is also a 
description of P; it is the strongest, and therefore an exact, description of P. If that 
description can be written explicitly, then it is an explicit definition of P. 
Notationally, there is no reason to distinguish between a process and the predicate 
that defines it. Therefore we shall define a process as a predicate in the free variables 
past and present over a finite alphabet of messages. (The finiteness of the alphabet 
will be required later for computabi1ity.i For example, STOP can be defined as 
STOP: past = ( ) A present = ( ). 
The colon means “is defined as”. (It is appropriate to use the same symbol for 
definition and substitution because definition is simply permission to substitute.) 
For any process P, the possible initial communications are described exactly by 
the predicate P[pusr: ( )], and the sequences of communications that lead to dead- 
lock are described exactly by the predicate P[prescrrt : ( }]. If we wish to prove that 
a process cannot deadlock, we must prove 
With this way of defining processes, “P sat 23” means 
Vpast, pnwwt. P 3 R. 
The healthiness conditions degenerate nicely. 
Vp~lst, pwseM. P 3 true is a tautology. 
T(Vpast, prcsertt. P j, false) asserts that P is satisfiable. 
If R 3 S is a theorem, then (Vpast, prcscrzt. P 3 R 1 =+ Ofpast, p~c.wtzr. 
P 3 S) is a theorem. This is provable in the predicate calculus. 
(VU E N. Vpmt, prcserlt. P 3 R (II)) = (tlpast, preserl t. P 3 VII E N. R (rz i 1 is 
a tautology, assuming P does not mention rz. 
The word ‘healthy’ has been reduced to the word ‘satisfiable’, and indeed a 
predicate should be true of some pmt and pwserzt if it is to be Cj reasonable detinitio:j 
of a process. That excludes 
MIRACLE: false 
but is not sutticient as a characterization of processes. Consider 
NOWAY 1 : pot = (c ! 1) A prmvtf = { }. 
.\lthough NOWAY is clearly satisfiable, execution cannot begin, because 
NOWAY 1[ pmt: ( >] is not satisfiable; there is no initial message. It is reasonable 
to require of a process that when something cannot happen, it will not happen. A 
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different problem arises in 
NOWAY2: post = ( ) A present = (c! 1). 
Initially, the message c ! 1 can be communicated, but past remains forever empty. 
It is reasonable to require that when something can happen, something will happen. 
Definition. A process P is a predicate in the free variables pust and present such that 
(PO) 3past, present. P, 
(PI) Vpast, message. (3prei;ent. P A message E present) 
= (3present. P[past : past^(message)]) 
where A is catenation of messai:,c scqscnces. 
Perhaps (Pl ) is best explained as two implications, slightly rearranged. 
Vpast, present, message. 
P A rncssag~ E prestnt =2 
3newpreseW. P[past : pmf(messoge); plruserlt: rie\r*present] 
says that put can be extended by any r~sscz~e in pwstwt, and P will still be 
satisfiable (it still describes the process). 
says that a noncrnpty past can be shortened by removing its final IZWSS~~, and P 
must have been satisfied by that shorter pm and a prtwrlt containing that r,lessclgtB. 
According to the definition of a process, neither MIRACLE nor NOWAY nor 
NOWAY is a process. But STOP is, and so is 
Cl-3 AOS: true. 
The next section will show why this process merits the name l X’H.40S”. 
Ha!, ing proposed a definition of a process which we named STOP, we must prove 
that tile definition of STOP is consistent with the axiom proposed for STOP in [A 1. 
Tht* axiom must become a tk,>rem in the predicate calculus. To prol*c it, we ncc.d 
t hc following. 
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Proof. In [3], Shoenfield proves 
P[s:e] = 3x. x = e A P 
from whit 1 we know both 
But 
-I( P[x : e]) = 13x. x = 4 A P, 
(-iP)[x : e] = 3x. x = e A 1P. 
(7P)[x : e] = i( P[s : 41). 
Hence 
P[s : e ] = 77P[x: e] 
= 13x.x=wr-lP 
= Q.L.Y =c *P. E 
STOP Theorem. (STOP sat R ) = 2 [past : ( ); present : { }]. 
Proof. Using first the interpretatiln of “P sat R”, then the defir ition of ‘STOP”, 
then the substitution fact generaliied to two variables, we have 
STOPsat R = Vpast, present. STOP * R 
Vpast, present. past = ( > A present = ( ) 3 R 
R[pnst: ( >; preserlt: ( 11. 
? Implementation C. 
An implementation of a process is a partial recursive function from sequences 
of messages to sets of messages. For each past within its domain, the function 
determines (computes) a present that contains the possible next messages. If all of 
the processes connected by a channel are simultaneously willing to communicate 
several different messages, i.e. the intersection of their presents contains more than 
one message, then an arbitrary one of those messages will be communicated. In 
that way, the system of processes (not the individual processes) is nondeterministic. 
There is another kind of nondeterminism. A process predicate P can be .<atisfied 
by a particular past and present, say s and M, and also by s and N; the same past 
can have more than one corresponding present. This process nondeterminism is 
a freedom for the implementor. An implementation, being deterministic, will deliver 
one of the corresponding presents for each past. In effect, for a function f to be 
an implementation of process P, it must be an implementation of some deterministic 
subprocess Q. 
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Definition. The pasts of a process P are defined as 
pasts(P): (past I3present. P). 
Definition. Q is a subprocess of P if Q is a process ((PO) and (Pl) are true of Q) 
andQ+P. 
Definition. Process P is deterministic if Vpm E pasts(P). 3lpresent. P. 
Definition. An implementation of process P is a partial recursive function f from 
sequences to sets of messages, such that for some deterministic subprocess Q, 
Vs : pasts(Q 1. Q[past: s ; present: f(s )I. 
We shall use f-P+ as the name of an implementation of process P. For example, 
$STOP-$(s): ifs =(>then{} 
is a partial recursive function defined only for the one sequence ( ). It is a correct 
implementation of STOP because 
(a) pasts(STOP) = {( )), 
ON STOP[ past: ( >; present : P STOP+ (( ) )] 
= (,-(>A{)=() 
All other correct implementations of STOP must agree with thi, one for the 
scquencc ( ). 
CHAOS is the most nondeterministic process. Every dctcrminstic process is a 
s&process of CHAOS, so that an implcmcntation of any prccess is also an 
implementation of CHAOS. The name “CHAOS” is deserved because it is not at 
all determined what CHAOS will do. 
3. Process constructim 
Processes can bc constructed from other processes in prescribed ways. Suppost 
that F is 3 one-place process constructor, i.e. from process P we construct process 
FW, from Q, F(Q ), etc. We require F to obey these laws. 
If P is a process, then F ( P\ is a proctss. 
(r?lorlotc,iljcit!,~: VP. Q. If P 3 Q is a theorem, then F*(Y) =+ F(Q) is ;t 
theorem. 
(cnrztirrzrit~-‘j: if POPIP;! . . . is a strengthening chain of processes, i.e. if 
Vr. P, . l + F, is a theorem, then (Vi. ic(Pi H= F(Vi. P, 1 1s a theorem. 
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By the usual trick known as ‘Currying’, a multi-place constructor can be regarded 
as the composition of several one-place constructors. 
Each of Sections 5 to 14 presents one way of constructing processes from other 
processes. Each constructor is defined, a theorem (formerly axiom) is stated, and 
an implementation of it is displayed. For each consiructor, it should be proved that 
(PCO)-(PCZ) are satisfied, the theorem should be proved, and the correctness of 
the implementation should be proved. Most of these proofs are either tedious or 
obvious, and are omitted; only three of the more interesting proofs of theorems 
are included. 
In addition to the standard notations of sets, predicates, and functions, the 
following notations will be used. 
value( 112 ) 
channel(r-n ) 
#S 
r AS 
firsUs 1 
rest (s ) 
s.c 
Sk 
MC 
*WC 
is the value component of message m, 
is the channel component of message m, 
is the length of message sequence s, 
is the catenation of message sequences r and s, 
is the first me+ ge in nonempty message sequence s, 
is the subsequence of noncmpty message sequence s that exclulfes 
the first message, 
is the subseqti?nce of message sequence s that includes those messages 
having channel component c, 
is the subsequence of ir?essage sequence s tEat excludes those 
messages having channel compoll=nt c, 
is the subset of message set 1M that includes those messages having 
channel component c, 
is the subset of message se; M that excludes those messages having 
channel component c. 1 
5. output 
A process that communicates the va$e of expression t on channel c (i.e. it: 
communicates the message c ! L-’ ) and then’.behaves like process P can be defined as 
c!e-,P:pust =(>Apreserit=(c!2) 
v past z ( 
The output theorem, which 
(c!c+PJsatR = 
The proof has three parts. 
) A first( past) F c ! 4 A P[ past: rest( past)]. 
will now be p *oved, 1 is 
R[past: ( >; pwseot: (c!e)] 
\ 
A P sat R[pust: (c!e) A past]. 
(a) cQpast, present. past = ( > A pwsent -11 (c ! 2) 3 R ) 
E R[past: (); present: (c!e)] 
by the substitution fact of Section 2. , 
I 
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(b) The predicate 
Vpast, present. past 7. -6 () A first(past) = c!e A P[past: rest(pcast)] * R 
can be simplified by considering the two cases past = (c! e)*r for some sequence 
r, and past # (c ! e)*r for any sequence Y. In the latter case, the antecedent is clearly 
false, so the implication is clearly true. The implication must hold for all values of 
past, so it reduces to the former case, 
Vr, present. P[past : r] + R [past: (c ! e)?]. 
This, by a change of bound variable, is just 
tlpast, presmt. P + R [past: (c ! e)^past] 
which proves 
Npmt, preserzt. past f ( } II firsttpast) = c ! 4 n P[past: resttpast )] + R) 
= Wpast, present. P 3 R[past: (c! e)^past]). 7 
(c) Part (a) has proved something of the form 
Wp.A+R) = B. 
Part rb) has proved something of the form 
tVp.C*R) = D. 
Frt>rn these two, follows 
tVp.A d-.-jR) = BAD 
which 
I n \ 
is the desired -result. 
implementation of ou tput is 
r’-c!~-,P-S(~):ifs=() 
ihen {c’ !c} 
else if first(s 1 = c* ! c 
6. Input 
I-et (- be ;I channel, ill ;t finite sot of messages for channel C, and PLY ) :I ~IWCSS 
with pxameter .I-. ‘Then (- ‘?.u : Al -+ P(.Y I is a process that can initially c’ommunicatc 
any message in M, say c ! s, and then behave like P(s L It is defined as 
c ‘? .v : M -+ Pi .Y ) : past = ( ) A prcwrr t = M 
v pt~sf f ( ) A tirstl pclsr j E M 
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The input theorem 
(c?x:M-,P(x))satR 
= R [past: ( >; present: M] 
A Vm E M. P(value(m )) sat R [ past: (+past] 
can be proved in a manner similar to the proof of the output theorem. In fact, 
according to their semantics, output is just the special case of input in which M is 
a unitset. 
An implementation of input is 
+c?x:M+P(x)$(s): if s =( > 
then M 
else if first(s) E M 
then +P(value(first(s)))$ (rest(s )). 
7. Recursion 
If F is a one-place process constructor, then the recursive proc;,s definition. 
P: F(P) 
means 
P: Vi. F’(CHAOS) 
where 
F”(P) = P, F’+‘(P) =F(F’(Pj). 
Starting with CHAOS, we create an order-cd sequence of processes F’(CHAOS). 
The ordering is reverse implication (‘is implied by’). The sequence is one of ever 
more deterministic subproceses, and P is its limit. In other words, P is the least 
fixed point of F, where ‘least’ means ‘weakest’ or ‘least deterministic’. 
The theorem for recursively defined P is 
(Vi. (F’(CHAOS)sat RTi)+(F”‘(CHAOS)sat RTi +l))=+Psat R 
where RTi = (#past < i 3 R). To prove it, notice first that RTO = true, hence 
F”K%-IAOS) sat RTO. With that basis, the major antecedent, by induction, implies 
Vi. F’(CHAOS) sat R ti 
Vi. Vpast, present. F’(CHAOS) 3 R f’i 
‘+nst, present. Vi. F’(CHAOS) =M ?i 
Vpast, ~~CKT f. (Vi. F’(CHAOS)) 3 (Vi. Rri) 
Vpast, present. P 3 R 
P sat R 
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By choosing $CHAOS#(s) to be the universe of messages for the channels of 
the construction, P can be implemented as 
+P$ (s )I fi #“(CHAOS)+ (s 1 
1 -0 
assuming we know how to implement F(P) in terms of an implementation of P. 
By choosing $CHAOS#(s) to be the empty set, P can be implemented as 
F!‘+(s): 5 f-F’(CHA@S)+(s). 
i =0 
8. Channel renaming 
If process P does not mention channel L/, then 
P[c: d] 
denotes a process like P except that all occurrences c!f channel c are replaced by 
channel d. Its theorem, 
P[c: d]sat R[c: d] = P sat R 
where R does not mention c, is obvious. So is its implementation 
#P[c: d]+(s): fPd[c: d](s). 
9. Disjoint parallelism 
Let P be a process that communicates on the set of channels C, and let 0 be a 
process that communicates on the set of channels D, where C n D = { }. Then PlllQ 
is a process that behaves like P and Q in parallel, not communicating with each 
other. It is defined as 
Pi/Q: P[pclst: pnst.C; presmt: preserlt.C] 
.A Q [ past : pmt. D : prtssert t : prcstw t. D ] 
where the dot notation has been extended in an obvious way. 
From this definition, the theorem 
(PsatSb(Qsat T)+PI[IQsat(SGY 
is easily proved. 
Disjoint parallelism can be impiemented as 
~L-PI:IQ-SLV~ +P-b(s.C!a +Q+~s.D\. 
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10. Channel connection 
The process formed from process P by connecting its channels c and d and 
naming the connected channel b (a new channel name) is denoted 
The new process can communicate a message on the new channel b iff P can 
communicate a similar message on both channels c and d. For message b !x to 
occur in the past cf the new process, there must be a corresponding past of P in 
which c ! x and d !x occur together. In fact, there must be two corresponding possible 
pasts of P, one in which c !x and d ! x occur together in that order, and o*le in 
which they occur together in the other order. Without loss of generality, we can 
restrict our attention to one of the two orders. The definition can be stated as 
b=c-dinP:%,M.P[past:s;present:M] 
A 3. Vi, x. (ti =b!x)~(s;=c!x-)r(si+l=d!~) 
/\ t\b =s\c Apast = t\d 
A present = (b ! x I3N. P[past : sA(c ! x)^(d! x); present : N]} 
u M\c\d 
- where t, and s, are the ith 
Its theorem is 
messages in message sequences t and s. 
(PsatR)+(b=c-dinP)sat3x,y.R[c:_x;d:!*] 
A preserz t. b = presen t.s n preserz t. y 
A past.b = past.x = past+. 
An implementation is 
+b = c ++d in P+(s): +PS(g(s, ( ))I 
where 
g[s,t):ifs=() 
then t 
else if first (s ) = b ! s 
then g(rest(s ), t^(c ! x)^(d! x)) 
else g(rest(s), t^(first(s))) 
reconstructs the past with c ! x and d! x replacing each occurrence of b ! x. 
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11. Hiding 
If P is a process that communicates on channel 6 (and possibly others) then 
chan 6 in P 
is a process like P, except that channel 6 is iocal, and not visible to (available for 
communication with) its environment. Channel 6 is used for internal communication 
in the new process. Hiding is quite a delicate subject, as the discussion will show, 
and we do not yet have an entirely satisfactory definition. A first attempt is 
chan6inP: 
3, M. P[ past: s ; present: M] A past = s \6 A present = M 16. 
A variation is obtained by adding the conjunct 
+ t f ( > A channel@-st(t )) = 6 
within the scope of 3s. Without this conjunct, a process is interruptible, i.e. there 
is the possibility of external communication as an alternative to internal communica- 
tion. But with this conjunct, a process is uninterruptible while engaged in internal 
communication; when, in process P, communication is possible on either channel 
h or another channel, then, in process than 6 in P, channel 6 will be chosen. The 
interruptible version inc!udes the presents of unstable states, excluding the internal 
communications (hidden messages) that make the states unstable. It does so in 
order to include the possibility of external communications (interrupts) at those 
states. Unfortunately, this means that an implementation can deliver the present 
of an unstable state, ignoring forever the internal communication, waiting forever 
for an interrupt. The uninterruptible version includes only the presents of stable 
~tatcs. It i:; unsatisfactorv hecausc it cxcludcs the possibility of external communica- 
tion at an unstable state. 
and can be proved from the uninterruptible version without using the theorem’s 
:intr-‘ccdcnt. The purpose of the antecedent is to allow a detinition of channel hiding 
that is wcakcr than the one wc have given in the following way. ln our uninterruptible 
wrsio~~, a process which can engage in an infinite soquencc of communications on 
the hid&n channel dors not communicate further with its environment, livciock 
1 infinite internal chatt?rI is equivalent to deadlock. The hiding theorem, as a11 
axiom in 1 1 1. aiiows li\zclock to bc considered ditferently, in any way desired, even 
as equivalent to CHAOS; it does not allow anything to be proven about a livelocked 
prrjccss. 
Hiding can be implemented, uninterruptibly, as follows. 
khanb inP+ts): +P$(~(Y,())) 
where 
It@, t): if +P+U).h ={) 
thenifs- 
then t 
else IT (rest(s 1, tA(first(s )>I 
else h (s, t^(choose(ff#(t).h )N. 
The function It constructs a new sequence t from the given sequence s such that 
s = t\& by inserting messages on channel h whenever possible. When there is a 
choice of messages that can be inserted, the choose function chooses an arbitrary 
one of them. Because present is always a finite set of messages, this choice will be 
from a finite set, and choose is therefore implementable. The function It is not 
necessarily terminating; this is an accord with the possibility of livelock. 
The two kinds of nondeterminism mentioned in Section 3 can be called ‘externa!’ 
and ‘internal’. External nondeterminism, having more ihan one message in a 
present, is resolved by the availability of external communication, and if that does 
not fully resolve it, then by other external forces. Internal nondeterminism, having 
more than one present, is resolved internally according to the implementation. Rut 
the two become mixed during channel hiding, when things cxternai l)ecome internal. 
Separating them again properly is a delicate operation. 
12. Nondeterministic union 
The process that can behave either like process P or like proces!; Q is tlefined as 
PorQ: PvQ. 
Its theorem 
! P or @) sat r? = (PsatR)r\(QsatZ) 
is easily proven. 
One implementation is 
+P or Q#(.q ): f?‘+(s ). 
13. Conditional 
The conditional process is defined as 
ifuthenPelseQx+Pr\-lc+Q 
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where e is a boolean expression, :.lnd P and Q are processes. Its theorem is 
(if e then P else (i h sat R 
= e++(PsatR)Alc*(QsatR). 
It can be implemented as 
+if e then P else O+(s): if e then fP.S(s) 
else +Q# 6 )- 
14. Alternation 
Let I and J be input processes, as in Section 6. Then I OJ is a process that 
behaves either like I or like J, depending on the availability of input for 2 and J. 
If, in its environment, an initial communication for I is possible but for J impossible, 
then it behaves like I. Conversely, if an initial communication for J is possible and 
for I impossible, it behaves like J. If both are possible, it behaves like either I or 
J. If neither is possible, it is deadlocked. 
c?x:M-,P(s)nn?,~:N-*C(~~: 
past = ( > A prmwt = ibf u N 
v pm f ( ) A first( past) E M 
A P(value(first(pnstl))[pnsr: rest(pnstI] 
‘J ptst f ( ) A first( pmt 1 e N 
A O(value(first( pat H)[past : rest{ past j]. 
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then +P(value(first(s)))+(rest(s)) 
else if first(s) E N 
then ~O(value(first(s)))v(rest(s)). 
15. Conclusion 
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To program in the notation of communicating processes, one must begin with a 
specification, which is a predicate to be satisfied, and then choose an approp-iate 
construction. An axiom or proof rule should say w!lat the components of the 
construction must satisfy in order that the construction will satisfy the original 
predicate. Thus one creates specifications for subcomponents in the usual ‘top-down’ 
fashion. 
The intended use of an object should guide the de.Ggn of the object. Just as a 
specification, via the proof rules, guides the design of a process, so the desire for 
such proof rules guides the design of the range of process consti-uc;ts It is therefore 
appropriate for an axiomatic, implicit definition of communicatir g processes to 
precede an explicit definition. The explicit definition serves born as a guide for 
implementors, and as a more powerful tool for reasDniflg ab<lut processes. For 
example, defining 
P: h!O+ P 
the predicate 
(than b in P) sat true 
is cited in [l] as an expressible but unprovable truth. With the definitions in this 
paper, its proof is easy. 
When processes are defined axiomatically, a model should be built to show that 
the axioms describe at least one object of interest; that was first done in [2]. The 
partial recursive functions in this paper serve as a second model, and a demonstration 
of computability. With more models, one gtlins confidence that at least some of 
the ab.;ects one wanted to define are in the class of objects defined. 
How does one prove that the class defined includes all aDd only the desired 
objects? A Turing Machine simulatior, can show that all computable functions are 
expressible as processes, but the aptness of the process constructions is not amenable 
to proof in the usual sense. However, when a second, independent definition proves 
to be consistent with the first, confidence in the definitions is greatly increased. 
That is a contribution of this paper. In one sense, the predicate definitions are not 
independent: they were intended to be consistent with the axiomatic definitions. 
Nonetheless, they proGde the reader with another look at communicating processes. 
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